LIVE now offers more than a verification and
valuation tool – we help you identify if a vehicle
has been repaired

Features of the App
Repair History discloses whether a vehicle has been repaired, going back to 15 years’ worth
of information.

Scan allows for instant electronic processing of contact information, storing copies of
driver’s licences for test drives and prepopulation of finance applications.

EzScore performs a basic affordability test on a potential customer, without performing a
credit enquiry. It provides an indication of risk and financial affluence.

The Financed Interest Information is the most accurate in the market, with information
sourced in real-time. Our process is POPI compliant.

Trade and retail values on current year models, including a comprehensive list of vehicles
available in the market.

Vehicle Verification offers accurate vehicle descriptions, validation of the VIN number,
engine number, make, model and type.

Why LIVE?

Simple, user-friendly,
fast and efficient
method of gathering
information, and
sending it to where
you need it most

Get real-time
accurate data

Microdot
information helping
combat vehicle
related crime

Reduce your risk by
understanding the
vehicle and person
in full

Supports an ethical
and transparent
purchasing process
and creates peace
of mind

Pricing
Options

Reports

Standard Monthly Verifications

Standard Monthly Verifications

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
Option 5
Option 6

5
11
17
24
50
100

R247 pm
R525 pm
R770 pm
R1050 pm
R2100 pm
R3990 pm

R297 pm
R635 pm
R940 pm
R1290 pm
R2600 pm
R4990 pm

(inclusive)

Out of bundle scans

Bundle Options

with Accident Data Bundle Options

Pro-rata rate for bundle selected
Pay Per Transaction Reports

Standard Verification
Standard Verification with Accident Data
Drivers License Scan
EzScore
Accident Data Only

R57 per report
R67 per report
R1.50 per report
R10 per report
R10 per report

*Even though the data is comprehensive, the fact that a record of a repair is not returned by the system doesn’t mean
that it hasn’t been in an accident/been repaired; it may have been repaired by a smaller or non-approved repairer.

Visit auto.lightstone.co.za to get activated now!
www.lightstoneauto.co.za | +27 (0)87 359 3241 | +27 (0)87 135 3968 | livesupport@lightstoneauto.co.za

